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Duration: 20 minutes

Lesson 8 Explosive Skating
Lesson 8 - Explosive Skating

NHL Sprints. Split your 2 teams into strongest and weakest 
so itʼs fair races at both ends competing vs other teams 
players. On coach lead whistle players race explosively to 
blue line. Winner advances toward NHL and losing player 
goes down one level. Try to stay in NHL. Try to get out of 
AMHA. 

Forward, Backward, add pucks. 

Notes
Goalies 20 min
Dealing with Traffic/ Screens. Using Static and moving 
screens, reinforce visual attachment , fighting for sight line.

Duration: 20 minutes

Lesson 8 - Tips Deflections
Lesson 8 - Tips and Deflections 20 min

4 stations rotating every 5 min. Divide group into strongest 
and weakest in each team to make 4 groups.

Station 1- 1 v 1 to net followed by a shot from point with 
battle for deflection and screen and rebound. Rotate every 
whistle. 

Station 2- Shot with a screen 1 v 1 in front of net and both 
react to rebound and try to score. 

Station 3- Shot with a single screen and rebound working 
on tips and sticks on puck deflections. Player who shoots 
becomes next screen.

Station 4 - 4 point shooting with two players deflecting and 
screening and rebounding. Rotate net front players each 
sequence of 4 shots. 
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Lesson 8 - 2 V 2 Shot Screen Game
Lesson 8 - 2 v 2 Shot Screen Game

Split teams into strongest and weakest to play against 
other team in a even matched game. 2 players from each 
side compete for pucks and before they can score they 
have to pass back to the point for a shot as players go to 
net for screens and deflections and rebounds. The team 
who shot can now score or pass back again to the point. 
Players canʼt check the point shooter. 


